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The Centre for Humanities Research (CHR) of Lingnan University, furthering its studies 
on Hong Kong literature, launched a project in 2009 to compile a bibliography of existing 
translations of literary works by Hong Kong writers, as an extension of the “Identity, Issues 
and Development of Hong Kong Literature” International Conference held by the Centre and 
supported by the HKADC (Hong Kong Arts Development Council) in 2007. With generous 
help from international sinologists and local men of letters and academics, the extension project 
resulted in the publication of A Bibliography of Hong Kong Literature in Foreign Languages 香
港文學外譯書目 (hereafter, the Bibliography) edited by Ms. Amanda Hsu Yuk-kwan 許旭筠, 
former Research Development Officer of CHR. 
The Bibliography was launched earlier this year at the “Translating Hong Kong” Symposium 
「翻譯香港」研討會 (hereafter, the Symposium) organized by the Centre in collaboration with 
the Hong Kong Central Library and MCCM Creations, with media support from the two bilingual 
journals MUSE	瞄	and PAROLES	東西譚. The Symposium was held to pay homage to previous 
efforts in the translating of Hong Kong literature, and to the endeavours not only of translators 
and writers, but also of critics and publishers, reaching from the last decades of the twentieth 
century to the twenty-first and beyond. 
The Symposium gathered together project contributors and translation practitioners to reflect 
upon the significance of translating Hong Kong. It started with the launch of the Bibliography. Ms. 
Hsu gave a general introduction to the development of the translation of Hong Kong literature. Mr. 
Gérard Henry 敖樹克, Dr. Lin Shaoyang 林少陽 and Dr. Mary Wong Shuk-han 黃淑嫻 also 
spoke in the opening ceremony. The Symposium had three sections of readings (drama, fiction 
and poetry) by writers and translators. Mr. Frank Proctor chaired the drama section. Ms. Harriet 
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Chung 鍾燕詩, Ms. Sonia Au 歐嘉麗 and Mr. So Kwok-wan 蘇國雲 shared their experiences 
in the translation of drama. In the fiction section, local novelists Mr. Ben Wong 黃勁輝 and Ms. 
Chan Hay-ching 陳曦靜 read their own works, while Ms. Rachel May and Prof. Chu Chi-yu 朱
志瑜 talked about their collaborative translation of Xi Xi’s 西西 novella, “A Girl Like Me” 像我
這樣的一個女子. The poetry section gathered poetry translator Prof. Page Richards, local poets 
Mr. Huang Canran 黃燦然 and Prof. Agnes Lam 林舜玲 to voice their views on the translation 
of poetry. 
The roundtable discussion panel gathered publishers from different publishing houses to 
talk about the publishing perspective of Hong Kong literature translations; participants included 
Ms. Mary Chan from MCCM Creations, Mr. Michael Duckworth from the HKU Press 香港大
學出版社, Prof. Christopher Kelen 客遠文 from the Association of Stories in Macao 澳門故事
協會, Mr. Christopher Mattison from the Hong Kong Advanced Institute for Cross-Disciplinary 
Studies of the City University of Hong Kong, Dr. Steven Luk 陸國燊 from the Commercial 
Press, Mr. Frank Proctor from MUSE and Mr. Gérard Henry from PAROLES. 
Prof. John Minford at the Symposium.
Prof. Leung Ping-kwan 梁秉鈞 concluded that the Symposium bore a certain resemblance 
to Wang Xizhi’s 王羲之	Orchid Pavilion gathering of literati 蘭亭盛會. He saw this gathering 
as a tribute to past and present translators whose work had helped build the kind of literary 
community we aspire to. The Symposium had invited not only academics, but also translators, 
writers, publishers, critics and friends, in order to foster the growth of this community, and to 
encourage a dialogue between its different voices. An illustrated evocation of such a community 
was presented in Prof. John Minford’s 閔福德 keynote speech, “Bizarre Circuses, Barbaric 
Costumes: Hong Kong and the Aspirations of Translation,” which was warmly received by the 
discussant, Prof. Leo Lee Ou-fan 李歐梵. We are honoured to have Prof. Minford’s speech as the 
featured article of this issue of JMLC.
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